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You spent countless hours creating the 

perfect campaign. You crafted your customer 

journey with precision. You poured your heart 

and soul into every little detail. You finally 

pressed the green button and then...crickets. 

No conversions, no leads, nothing.

We feel you. In fact, marketers everywhere have experienced the same sinking feeling.


But before you call it quits on that campaign, there’s one thing that might help you turn 

things around: 


Marketing attribution helps you track down the culprits (or heroes!) of your campaign 

and figure out what is and isn’t working. With the right attribution model you can learn 

what marketing tactics are contributing to revenue and which efforts might be the 

reason for churned users.


So don't give up on that campaign or strategy just yet. Keep reading to learn more 

about marketing attribution and which model is right for your business.

Marketing Attribution: AKA the detective of the marketing world.
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What is Marketing Attribution?

We’re so glad you asked. Marketing attribution is the process of 

figuring out which marketing channels and tactics are converting 

to sales. Basically, it assigns a monetary value to each marketing 

touchpoint in the customer journey, such as website visits, social 

media interactions, and email opens, to understand which ones 

are most effective at driving conversions.


By analyzing attribution data, you can optimize campaigns, allocate 

resources more effectively, and measure the ROI of your marketing 

efforts. There are a variety of attribution models based on specific 

goals. Let’s start with the basics.
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Single vs. Multi-touch Attribution

There are two main approaches to attribution: single-touch and multi-touch attribution. The biggest 

difference between these two models is that single-touch attribution gives all of the credit for a 

conversion to one specific interaction, while multi-touch attribution takes into account multiple 

interactions and assigns credit to multiple touchpoints.


Let's say that a customer interacts with you through email marketing, social media, and paid search 

before making a purchase. With single-touch attribution, you would assign all of the credit for the 

conversion to one specific touchpoint, like the email campaign that they received, which caused them 

to take a demo. With multi-touch attribution, on the other hand, you would assign credit to all of the 

touchpoints that the customer interacted with, taking into account the relative importance of each one.
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Single vs. Multi-touch Attribution (cont.)

So which model should you choose? Single-touch attribution can be a simpler approach, while multi-

touch attribution can provide a more comprehensive view of the customer journey. It's all about figuring 

out which approach makes the most sense for your business model.

Single-touch Attribution

First-Touch Last-Touch Last-Non-
Direct-Touch

Multi-touch Attribution

Critical Path Linear U-shape

The 5 Most Popular Marketing Attribution Models

Multi-touch and single-touch are the two broad categories of marketing attribution models and within 

each category, there are different models you can use to analyze customer interactions and assign 

credit to different touchpoints.


The five most popular attribution methods areÏ

È First-toucÔ

È Last-toucÔ

È Linear-touchÇ

È EnsembleÇ

È Critical Path


Let’s dig a little deeper into each one.



First-touch Attribution
First-touch is a type of single-touch attribution that gives credit for a 

conversion to the first touchpoint in the customer journey. It's based 

on the idea that the first point of contact with a business is the most 

influential on a customer's decision to take action.


First-touch helps you understand the impact of your initial marketing 

efforts and which touchpoints are persuading customers to visit your site.

When to use:

First-touch is the hero of awareness campaigns. It’s used by marketing 
teams that want to understand which marketing channels are success-
fully driving traffic to their site and what exactly is attracting people to 
their brand.

Last-touch Attribution
Last-touch is another single-touch attribution model that gives all the 

conversion credit to the last touchpoint in the customer journey. It’s 

very similar to first touch, as it assumes that one point of contact is the 

most influential on the buyer’s decision to convert.

When to use:

Last-touch is ideal for companies with really short sales cycles and 
limited touchpoints. This model helps marketers understand what 
caused the conversion. The problem is, it doesn't identify how a 
customer got to that point in the journey.
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Linear-touch Attribution
Linear-touch is a simpler multi-touch attribution model that assigns 

equal credit to all touchpoints in the customer journey. It’s based on the 

idea that all touchpoints are equally important in driving a conversion.

When to use:

Linear attribution is good for marketing teams who might just be 
getting started or have a very straightforward customer journey (think, 
click and buy). For longer or more complex customer journeys, linear 
touch attribution can do more harm than good.

Ensemble Attribution
The ensemble option combines data from multiple attribution models to 

provide a more comprehensive view of the customer journey. The idea 

here is that no single model can provide a complete or accurate picture 

of the relative importance of each touchpoint, and that by combining 

data from different models, you can get a more accurate understanding 

of how different touchpoints contribute to the success of a campaign. 


Ensemble attribution is a U-shaped model that gives 40% to the        

first touchpoint, 40% to the last touch, and 20% to all touchpoints         

in between.

When to use:

When you have a complex user journey and you need to know only 
where your customers are coming from (first touch) and when they 
are converting (last-touch).
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Critical Path Attribution
Now we are entering into the space of multi-touch attribution and here’s where it gets fun for 

B2B marketers.


As you can probably tell, single-touch attribution is great for some goals, but does little to help 

you understand which marketing efforts are having the biggest impact in your buyer's journey. 


Critical Path is an attribution model that helps you identify the critical touchpoints in the customer 

journey that drive action. It assigns a score to each touchpoint based on its relative importance, using 

a sophisticated machine learning algorithm, which is based on a scientific model called “The Markov 

Chains Removal Effect.”

A B C Conversion

A B Null

A C Conversion

B C Null

When to use:

In a full 360-marketing campaign where you need to measure the 
impact each marketing activity has on a user’s journey. The Critical 
Path enables you to see which activities have more of an impact than 
others. This will help you constantly optimize your strategy.
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Getting Started with Multi-touch Attribution

Multi-touch attribution is indeed a powerful tool for marketers looking to understand the monetary 

impact of every marketing activity and how that fits into the big picture of the business. With that in 

mind, it is important that your team can answer these five questions:

Ti What are our core marketing objectivesZ

Si What do we want to achieve through multi-touch attributionZ

Qi What are the core customer touchpoints we’d like to measureZ

Mi Which attribution model fits our business goals?

These answers will help you set the right KPIs for your campaigns and will ultimately get you closer to 

your desired outcomes. Once your team has agreed on these answers and you begin working with the 

right measurement platform, you’ll want to follow this checklist of key steps:

Consider all relevant touchpoints. Map out every potential customer interaction that you want 

to measure in your attribution analysis, including offline interactions, such as in-store visits.

Encourage cross-team collaboration. Make sure Marketing, Sales, and Product are all aligned on 

the goals of the attribution strategy.

Continuously monitor and refine your attribution model. This will help you to make sure your 

metrics are both relevant and accurate.

Last and very importantly, you need to invest in the right attribution platform. So, if you're ready to learn 

more about multi-touch attribution and how it can help you prove the ROI of your marketing efforts, 

schedule a demo with our team! 


Dealtale’s comprehensive dashboard includes all five models outlined in this eBook and our        

Revenue Scientists are excited to show you how to use multi-touch attribution to optimize your 

marketing campaigns.




To schedule a demo visit: 

Dealtale.com/request-demo

http://Dealtale.com/request-demo/

